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hey role of buropean engineers EcbANfF in the development of
a buropean bnergy molicy

N bC goals for a buropean bnergy molicy
buropean bnergy molicy in accordance with the criteria established by the bC must
achieve the following goals
-

bnsure a secure energy supply
_e sustainable and reduce greenhouse gas emissions byW
o bnergy efficiency
o oenewable energy
aevelop energy technologies
Consider the future of nuclear energy

O bnsure a secure energy supply:
A priority goal of the buropean bnergy molicy is to minimize the brDs vulnerability
concerning importsI shortfalls in supplyI possible energy crises and uncertainty with
respect to future supply. burope is becoming increasingly dependent on imported
hydrocarbons and with "business as usual" the brDs energy import dependence will
jump from RMB of total br energy consumption today to SRB in OMPM. oeliance on
imports of gas is expected to increase from RTB to U4B by OMPMI and of oil from UOB
to VPB.
P Be sustainable and reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
bnergy accounts for UMB of all greenhouse gas emissions in the br. ft is at the root of
climate change and most air pollution. qhe br is committed to addressing this J by
reducing br and worldwide greenhouse gas emissions to a level that would limit the
global temperature increase to O°C compared to preJindustrial levels.
eoweverI current energy and transport policies will mean that br ClO emissions
would increase by around RB by OMPM and global emissions would rise by RRB. qhe
present energy policies within the br are not sustainable.
jost of the trends in energy are included in qhe "Climate mackage" approved by the
buropean marliament and the CouncilI and published in the lfficial gournal on R gune
OMMV. qhe aim of the measures in the package is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
ON B over the period OMMRJ OMOM
qhe “Climate mackage” outcomes are closely related to the energy criteria established
in regulationsW
J
J
J
J
J

oeduction of emissions of ClOI which affects energy production in plants with
solid and liquid fuels
oeduction of emissions of ClO in transport EcarsI aviationI inland waterway
vesselsF
mromotion of the use of energy from renewable sources
rse of biofuels
deological storage of ClO
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qhe above are covered by regulations described in airective OMMVLOULbCI
J
J
J

Control of buropean energy consumption
fncreased use of energy from renewable sourcesI
bnergy savings and increased energy efficiency

PKN bnergy efficiency:
oeducing its energy consumption by OMB by OMOM is the objective the br has set itself
in its Action mlan for bnergy bfficiency EOMMTJOMNOF.
tith regard to energyI the policy makersI the buropean and national administrationsI
the decision makers at different level in the economic activitiesI and the technicians
Emost of them engineersF haveI in buropeI as their first responsibility the saving of
energy andI secondlyI improving the energy efficiency of industrial Ein the broadest
senseF processes.
qo improve energy efficiency in industrial processes as well as in diffuse sectors the
following must be taking into account. qhe implementation of the best available
techniques E_AqsFI including the use of the most suitable available fuelsI within an
economically viable framework which takes
into account the continuing
competitiveness of industry.
pome measures which must be taken areW
• fmplementation of energy audits as a procedure for identifying the sources of savings
of energy.
• aevelopment of legislation to encourage savings of energyI establishing requirements
in the standards and procedures to ensure low consumption.
• aevelopment of cogenerationI especially in residential and tertiary sectors which still
have a high potential to make savings.
• fmprovement of industrial processes and socioeconomic activities EtransportI urban
developmentI housingI etc.F to reduce energy consumption and production of
greenhouse gases
• fmplementation for each industrial sector of the corresponding _obc E_est oeference
available techniquesF developed by the bC and the stakeholders of the relevant sectors
PKO oenewable energy:
fn its oenewable bnergies ooadmap the br has set itself the objective of increasing
the proportion of renewable energies in its energy mix by OMB by OMOM. qhis objective
requires progress to be made in the three main sectors where renewable energies are
usedW electricity Eincreasing the production of electricity from renewable sources and
allowing the sustainable production of electricity from fossil fuelsI principally through
the implementation of ClO capture and storage systemsFI biofuels Ewhich should
represent NMB of vehicle fuels by OMOMFI and finally heating and cooling of buildings.
fn relation to the required increase in renewable energies to achieve the goals set by
the bCI some priority measures are listed below.
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• oCa in the technology of renewable sources like hydropowerI wind powerI solar
powerI biomass powerI geothermal powerI etc.
• oCa in diversification and the contribution mix of renewable energy.
• aevelopment of mass storage systems that reduce the consequences of the
interruptability of supplyI thus reducing the need for fossil power backup.
• cor a transition periodI develope hybrid systems with fossil fuels to reduce
interruptability. qhis could lead to hybrid generation with biomass fuel...
• pupport from governments to achieve a real improvement in education and training in
the relevant technologies to ensure that adequate use can be made of renewable
energy technologies.
• aevelopment of new energy vectors such as hydrogenI to extend the range of
applications for each source of energy.
• qhe use of bioethanol should be analysed both in terms of life cycle which is well
documentedI and at the level of global problems of deforestationI reduced biodiversity
and conflicts with food markets. pecondJgeneration biofuels could be at least a partial
solution to these problems.
• oCa to make use of the energy present in oceans and other water bodies in the form
of wavesI marine currentsI tidesI ocean thermal energy gradients or salinity gradients.
• oCa to improve the use of agricultural material such as manureI slurry and other
animal and organic waste for biogas production hasI in view of the high greenhouse
gas emission saving potentialI significant environmental advantages in terms of heat
and power production and its use as biofuels.
fn order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within the br and reduce its dependence
on energy importsI the development of energy from renewable sources should be
closely linked to increased energy efficiency.
ft is necessary to set transparent and unambiguous rules for calculating the share of
energy from renewable sources and for defining those sources. fn this contextI the
engineers have a main task working actively in fHoHa.
4 aevelop energy technologies:
bnergy technologies play a central role in offering both competitiveness and
sustainability in the energy sector while increasing security of supply qhe br must
therefore develop existing energyJefficient technologies as well as new technologiesI in
particular those devoted to energy efficiency and renewable energies Elisted aboveF.
bven if the br considerably diversifies its energy mixI it will still be highly dependent on
oilI coal and nuclear and must thus also pay particular attention to low carbonJoutput
fossil fuel technologiesI especially carbon capture and storage systems.
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qhe Commission proposes an outline for a buropean ptrategic bnergy qechnology
mlan which will cover the entire innovation processI from the initial research to entry
onto the market.
fn relation with the development of new energy technologiesI a nonJexhaustive list is
proposed below.
4KN cossil cuels:
• mhase out the use of oil based fuel as an energy source in electricity generation and
transport. ft is especially necessary to intensify research in the transport sector into
biofuelsI natural gasI hydrogen and hybrid and electrical vehicles. lil should be
exclusively devoted to the manufacture of products.
• dradual substitution of natural gas. fn thermal generation it can be replaced by
biomass and electricity production Emainly combined cycleF with integrated coal
gasification combined cycle EfmCCF.
• jassive use of clean coal technologies. qhe first scenario is to refurbish plants
through the use of natural gas and the building of new power ultra supercriticalI
fluidised bed and in the adoption of integrated gasification combined cycle. fn general
terms the development of low carbonJoutput fossil fuel technologies. qechnological
development will allow these plants to incorporate ClO capture and storageI and the
creation of new plants using oxicombustion.
Coal can also be used for hydrogen productionI which ultimately can be used as
energy in the transport sector.
fn order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within the br and reduce its dependence
on energy importsI the development of energy from renewable sources should be
closely linked to increased energy efficiency.
4KO eydrogen:
• keed to continue research into hydrogen production systems with the aim of reducing
costs.
• jass production of hydrogen in the long term should come from renewable energiesI
although coal with ClO capture and deneration fff and fs nuclear is probably more
competitive.
• blectricity generation by fuel cells has to be accompanied by CemI and therefore has
to be integrated into a scheme of distributed generation.
• fn the long run the massive use of hydrogen should be aimed towards applications in
transportationI for which the development of direct methanol cells is essential.
4KP fCTI e –mobilityI smart grids and electric cars
fnformation and communications technology EfCqF systems are the core of today’s
knowledge based society. fnnovations in this area are adopted at tremendous speed
and have been responsible for a quarter of dam growth in burope in recent years.
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J fCq systems are responsible for OB of global ClO emissions and NMB of electrical
energy consumption in industrial nations. qo meet burope‘s energy efficiency goals by
OMOMI it needs a high growthI low carbon economy. oesearch and rapid takeJup of
innovative energy efficient fCq solutions will be crucial.
J fntelligent metering systems that enable private and business customers to monitor
consumption onJtime and to recognize saving potentials are necessary.
J A low carbon society needs to be focused on the reduction of energy consumption
and optimisation of operations and in the use of natural resources. cor exampleI
improving energy efficiency through upgraded technologyI ie
reducing power
consumption through upgrade of the dpj networkI modernization of switching
systems for mobile communicationI virtualisation Eaynamic pervicesFI and smart
metering.
J oCa into eJmobility and smart grids for energy management and batteryJcharging
infrastructure for eJcars is required.
J blectromobility will become part of the energy supply network. pmart grids will help to
increase the share of ecoJfriendly power generation. A prerequisite is the intelligent
coordination of power generationI power distribution and electric vehicles as mobile
energy stores. _ecause electric car batteries can be charged at variable intervalsI daily
and seasonal fluctuations in the share of renewable energies in the grid can be better
utilized. qhe overall energy system will thus become more flexible and more ecoJ
friendly.
J blectric vehicles EbssF are propelled by an electric motor Eor motorsF powered by
rechargeable battery packs. blectric motors have several advantages over internal
combustion engines EfCbsFW more efficient use of energyI environmentally friendly Enot
pollutant at point of useFI have performance benefitsI and most importantly bss reduce
energy dependence as electricity is a domestically generated..
oesearchers and expertsI most of them engineersI are working on improved battery
technologies to increase driving range and decrease recharging timeI weightI and cost.
qhese factors will ultimately determine the future of bss.
4K4 Carbon capturing and storage ECCpF
• fmplementI in new and existing coal power stationsI by building systems for ClO
capturing and storageI especially with technology fmCC for future hydrogen production.

R Consider the future of nuclear energy:
caced with increasing concerns regarding security of supply and ClO emissionsI
nuclear energy has the benefit of being one of the lowJcarbon energy sources offering
the most stable costs and supply. qhe decision whether or not to use nuclear energy is
made by jember ptates. keverthelessI the Cb strategic energy programs emphasize
the need to have a common and coherent approach with respect to securityI safety and
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nonJproliferation as well as the dismantling of installations and the management of
waste.
thile bearing in mind that nuclear energy issues are not only technical but also
political and social at national country levelI some of the most recent technologies or
those currently under o C a re listed below.
• bxtension of the useful life of existing power plants Edeneration ffF to maintain the
power and reduce the investment needed for new plants.
• bxtend the life of existing nuclear power plants and increase to a reasonable limit the
deneration fff power stations.
• Construction of new power plants Edeneration fffF for better utilization of fuel and
reduction of nuclear wastesI and greater security with less investment and shorter
construction time.
• mromotion of research in advanced fission power station Edeneration fsF to optimize a
final solution to waste and to further increase security by avoiding the proliferation of
power plantsI accompanied by and an increase in economic competitiveness. qhis
research is vital because the third generation power plants need to improve the
adequate utilization of the fuel.
• mromoting research into fusion powerI which may be the solution to cheap and clean
electricity generation.
• aismantling of installations and disposal and management of waste.
SK hey role of the buropean engineers
bngineers play a key role in all phases of the energy systemI namelyI innovationI oCaI
fuels productionI primary energy productionI new energiesI implementation of
renewable energiesI distributionI end useI environmental impactsI and wastesI as well
as improving the efficiency of the use of the energy in machineryI transportsI industrial
processes and installations and finally promoting and facilitating the energy saving.
lnce the trends and prospects of energy technologiesI as well as the buropean and
national regulationsI are established it will be necessary to determine criteria for the
solution of the energy problems in each country as well as at buropean level taking into
consideration the optimisation of current technologies and the innovationI researchI
development and implementation of new technologies.
qhese criteria must take into consideration the preservation of the environment today
and for future generations while continuing to improve economic and social conditions
of our society.
qhis means that each country needs to establish a basket of energy suited to their
abilities and technologies compatible with social and economic development and with
environmental protection. cor instanceI there are three examples of statements which
are made but which are not supported by evidence .
-

coal is a dirty fuelI
radioactive waste commits future generations to managing it
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-

renewable energies by themselves are capable of supporting the development
of an advanced society.

ln the other handI it must be taken into account that recent rb legislationI the "climate
package"I has imposed certain requirements on countries.
oealising that no energy source can be the unique solution to the problemI but a
country must invest in a basket based in the diversity of energy sources.
qhe knowledge and experience of the engineers can help decision makers to select an
adequate basket of energy solutions which will avoid choices that may produce slow
economic development in a country or region and avoid causing severe environmental
damage.
bngineers have an essential role in achieving and promoting a deep understanding of
all phases of the energy chainI which is technically called a "life cycle analysis". cor
this reasonI some relevant criteria must be taken into considerationI such asW
J
bndJuse of photovoltaic energy EmsF produces no ClOI but in the manufacture
of the cellsI the handling process of the silicon emit large amounts of ClOI
J
_iofuels have a negative balance of ClO emissionsI but require an energy
exceeding that of todayDs vehiclesI
J
sehicles with hydrogen fuel cells which are derived from natural gas have
overall energy consumption and ClO emissions similar to todayDs vehicles. qhese
examples demonstrateI that it is necessary to analyze all phases of the energy chain to
select sources and technologies which can form a countries energy basket.
qwo energy sources are particularly capable of mass production and are often rejected.
qhese are coal and nuclear energy.
Coal is a clean source in the medium term when the technologies for ClO capture and
storage are mature. lne of the earliest technologies is the integrated gasification
combined cycle EfmCCFI it allows hybridisation with natural gas to facilitate the stage of
transition and beyond that the production of hydrogen.
kuclear energy has reached a very high level of security with the new deneration fffI
which will be even greater with the deneration fs. As for wasteI this is now controlled
and in future may be "burned" in the deneration fs plants. ft would be technically
irresponsible to not at least maintain installed nuclear power by renovating existing
plants of deneration fff once the extension of its life is no longer viable.
_oth technologies can be applied in future to other sectors such as transportI through
using electricity to generate hydrogen.
Coal and nuclear energy illustrate the clear need for diversificationI since neither can
be used on an exclusive basis. cor exampleI according to different studiesI if a country
abandons nuclear energy in favour of coal with capture and storageI the cost of
electricity generation would be very high Eabout UM €Ljth only part of coalF and
possibly would not have storage capacity that in any case would have been saturated
in OR years; if the a country built massive nuclear power plants of fff denerationI the
cost of nuclear generation would be lower ERM € L jthFI but would produce a
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significant reduction of stockpiles of nuclear fuelI which could be not efficiently utilized
by this type of plants. qhat is why a country should consider both forms of production _
NTB installed capacity for coal and OUB for nuclear would consume about half the
storage capacity for ClOI and would set the average cost of generation from these two
sources as RR € L jthF.
qhe technical complexity of energy alternatives must be considered and for that
reason there is a need for well trained engineers for making decisions or providing
adequate information to those who have the responsibility to make decisions.
bengineers are deeply involved in all phases related toith energy technologies and they
have a fundamental role to play.
qhis practical approach would be assisted by cbANfI through a deep and permanent
collaboration with the br fnstitutions in the field of energyI developing initiatives to
provide in burope an adequate number of well prepared professional engineers to
meet the climate and energy challenges.
TK pummary of br bnergy directivesI communicationsI initiatives and programs
J

J
J
J

J

J

J
J
J

J

airective OMMNLTTLbC of the buropean marliament and of the Council of OT
peptember OMMN on the promotion of electricity from renewable energy sources
in the internal electricity market
airective OMMOLVNLbC of the buropean marliament and of the Council of NS
aecember OMMO on the energy performance of buildings
Commission dreen maperI OO gune OMMRI "bnergy bfficiency J or aoing jore
with iess" xClj EOMMRF OSR final J not published in the lfficial gournalz.
airective OMMSLPOLbC of the buropean marliament and of the Council of R April
OMMS on energy endJuse efficiency and energy services and repealing Council
airective VPLTSLbbC
Communication from the Commission of NV lctober OMMS entitledW Action mlan
for bnergy bfficiencyW oealizing the motential xClj EOMMSF R4R – kot published
in the lfficial gournalz
Communication from the Commission to the buropean Council and the
buropean marliament of NM ganuary OMMTI "An energy policy for burope" xClj
EOMMTF N final J kot published in the lfficial gournalz
Commission Communication of NM ganuary OMMTW "qowards a buropean
ptrategic bnergy qechnology mlan" xCljEOMMSF U4Tz
Commission Communication of NM ganuary OMMT "pustainable power generation
from fossil fuelsW aiming for nearJzero emissions from coal after OMOM".z
Communication from the Commission of NM ganuary OMMT entitled “oenewable
energy road map J oenewable energies in the ONst centuryW building a more
sustainable future” xClj EOMMSF U4U final – not published in the lfficial gournalz
Communication from the Commission to the CouncilI the buropean marliamentI
the buropean bconomic and pocial Committee and the Committee of the
oegions of OO kovember OMMT entitledW "A buropean strategic energy
technology plan Epbq mlanF J qowards a low carbon future" xCljEOMMTF TOP
final J kot published in the lfficial gournalz. xCljEOMMSF U4P
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J

J
J

J

J

J

J

J

Communication from the Commission to the buropean marliamentI the CouncilI
the buropean bconomic and pocial Committee and the Committee of the
oegions of NP jay OMMU – “Addressing the challenge of energy efficiency
through information and communication technologies” xClj EOMMUF O4N final –
kot published in the lfficial gournalz
br energy security and solidarity action planW second strategic energy review
Ea.d. for bnergy and qransportF EOMMUF
aecision ko 4MSLOMMVLbC of the buropean marliament and of the Council of
OP April OMMV on the effort of jember ptates to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions to meet the Community’s greenhouse gas emission reduction
commitments up to OMOM
airective OMMVLPNLbC of the buropean marliament and of the Council of OP April
OMMV on the geological storage of carbon dioxide and amending Council
airective URLPPTLbbCI buropean marliament and Council airectives
OMMMLSMLbCI OMMNLUMLbCI OMM4LPRLbCI OMMSLNOLbCI OMMULNLbC and oegulation
EbCF ko NMNPLOMMS Eqext with bbA relevanceF
airective OMMVLOVLbC of the buropean marliament and of the Council of OP April
OMMV amending airective OMMPLUTLbC so as to improve and extend the
greenhouse gas emission allowance trading scheme of the Community Eqext
with bbA relevanceF
airective OMMVLOULbC of the buropean marliament and of the Council of OP April
OMMV on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and
amending and subsequently repealing airectives OMMNLTTLbC and OMMPLPMLbC
Eqext with bbA relevanceF
Council’s unanimous adoption of the kuclear pafety airective on OR gune OMMV
sets up a common legal framework and a strong nuclear safety culture in
burope
Communication from the Commission to the buropean marliamentI the CouncilI
the buropean bconomic and pocial Committee and the Committee of the
oegionsW fnvesting in the aevelopment of iow Carbon qechnologies.
CljEOMMVF RNV final ET.NM.OMMVF
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